
TAZ IS ...
•  An arts festival: a broad spectrum of performances, disciplines.
•  A festival aiming at a divers audience.
•  A city festival: making use of unique locations in and around Ostend, in the harbour and with a lively 

meeting point in the centre of Ostend.
•  A summer festival: culture and holiday all in one.
•  A festival where public and artists meet up and enjoy the pleasant atmosphere.

TAZ-INGREDIENTS
•  Theatre festival: TAZ not only functions as a platform for young theatre makers, it also presents a 

thrilling theatre programme.
•  Music festival: TAZ not only functions as a platform for young music makers, it also presents a wide 

range of concerts.
•  Children’s festival: an out- and indoor programme for children, in the Family Park (Leopoldpark). With 

performances, installations, games and a cozy meeting point.
•  Literature festival: with several formats. 



THEATRE PROGRAMME
(ACCESSIBLE FOR ENGLISH-SPEAKING VISITORS)
(Tickets at the door + € 1) 

BLOB
Maria Jerez Quintana

Thu. 27/7 and Fri. 28/7  11 am and 6 pm 
Sun. 30/7 up to Tue. 1/8  11 am and 6 pm 
Petrus & Paulus West (Bouwatelier)
€ 14     at the door € 15
45’ 

BLOB is a nameless riddle, a visual fairytale for adults and youngsters alike. Even though being enchantingly 
magnificent, it’s impossible to determine. 
Maria Jerez Quintana, an artist from Madrid, offers you a visual and auditory experience of dreams, fears and 
desires. 

In BLOB a shapeless yet colorful and enigmatic mass is stirred up, without words or performers. A wonderful 
soundtrack blasts through your headphone, you can move freely and experience the unexpected ‘passing’ of 
things, that which happens right in front of you. Rarely a performance turns into such an ultimate event. 

Quintana finds herself on the line between choreography, architecture, film, theatre and dance. Variety, boundaries 
and multidisciplinarity are recurring elements in her work.  

A smoke machine will be used. BLOB is performed for a standing audience and also accessible from 14 years 
onwards.

CO-PRODUCTION: What Is Third, La Casa Encendida (Madrid), Buda, Universiteit Zagreb. SUPPORTED BY: TanzFabrik (Berlin), Europese Unie 

‘Culture 2007-2013’. THANKS TO: Silvia Zayas, Ismeni Espejel, Maral Kekejian, Luis Úrculo, Maria Salgado, Nacho de Antonio, Juan Domínguez, 

Uriel Fogué.

ANOTHER ONE
Lobke Leirens/Maxim Storms

Thu. 27/7  5 pm and 8:30 pm
cultural centre DGP (Kleine Post)
€ 12     at the door € 13
60’
English spoken

If you break my heart, I’ll break yours too.

An old couple peacefully explores their being silent together. They support each other, locked in time. Routine has 
brought them serenity, but can just as often spark a fight. Another one acts as a sequence of tolerating and being 
tolerated, of being unable to live neither with or without each other. Because the other one drives out the fear of 
loneliness. 
Lobke Leirens and Maxim Storms, one of the best comedy pairs of the time, graduated from Ghent School of 
Arts/KASK. At TAZ#2014 they performed Krocht.

‘Another one is completely different, but once again brings forward a dark fantasy and resourceful theatre 
language. Keep an eye out for these two.’ (paper ‘De Standaard’ ****)

A smoke machine will be used. The performance is in plain English. 

PERFORMANCE/CREATION: Maxim Storms, Lobke Leirens. COACH: Freek Mariën. LIGHT DESIGN: Jarne Pollet. TECHNIQUE: Wout 

Roelants. TIPI: Wiebe Moerman. PIGEON: Diede Roosens, Carmine de Swerts. SUPPORT: Makersplatform Drift. CO-PRODUCTION: Vooruit,  

Arenbergschouwburg. THANKS TO: KAAP, BUDA.



PERFORMANCE
RAPHAËL 
Alexander Vantournhout/Bauke Lievens

Thu. 27/7 up to Sun. 30/7     8:30 pm 
Scheepswerf I.D.P.
€ 14     at the door € 15
60’

In Raphaël two bodies meet. They dance an insecure duet while balancing 
between intimacy and perversity. One body takes control and tries to manipulate 
its ‘puppet’ into the perfect sparring partner. The other body remains a lifeless 
object. In that grey zone the spectator – or better voyeur? – gets hypnotized by this 
intriguing portrait about a mutual desire for affection that connects us all. 

‘There is a constant sense of exceedingly strong and vital physical control. 
While an excellent Raphaël Billet chillingly interprets a dead body, Alexander 
Vantournhout demonstrates his virtuosity in manipulating it.’ (Etcetera)

In 2015, Vantournhout and Lievens received the TAZ-KBC Jongtheaterprijs and the 
Audience Price for Aneckxander. 

The performance is also accessible from 12 years onwards.

BY: Alexander Vantournhout, Bauke Lievens. WITH: Raphaël Billet, Alexander Vantournhout. CO-

PRODUCTION: Kc NONA (Mechelen, BE), PERPLX vzw (Marke, BE), TAZ (Oostende, BE), Subsistances 

(Lyon, FR), La Brèche (Cherbourg, FR), Malpertuis (Tielt, BE).

YOUNG TALENT
CIRCUS
PISTE
Michiel Deprez

Fri. 28/7 up to Sun. 30/7 6 pm
Tue. 1/8 up to Fri. 4/8 6 pm
Basisschool Kroonlaan*
€ 9    add € 10
50’

The audience is seated round an empty floor. Slowly and with scarce means an arena is created in which the 
performance can take place: a performer duetting with a pendulum consisting of five concrete balls. 

Emerging juggler Michiel Deprez brings no spectacle, he takes you along on a intimate, personal quest. While 
many are in search of purpose and significance, Deprez is fascinated by these being absent. He deconstructs 
the classic circus show and reinterpretes it. Piste invites you to watch things seemingly known in a different and 
open-minded way. Having seen Piste you step back into the big wide open in silent admiration. 

* Should you be sensitive to (saw)dust, please take this into account.

WITH: Michiel Deprez, Petra Eikelenboom. DRAMATURGY: Petra Eikelenboom. PRODUCTION: De NWE Vorst (Tilburg). THANKS TO: Circuscentrum 

Vlaanderen. EDUCATION: 4th Bachelor, Master Fontys Academy for Circus and Performance Art, Tilburg, 2015.



PERFORMANCE
FRUITS OF LABOR
Miet Warlop/Irene Wool/Latitudes Contemporaines (FR)

Fri. 28/7   8pm
Versluys|Dôme
€ 16     at the door € 17
55’

Fruits of Labor is a thrilling performance, a revue of songs and dance 
by a collective of musicians and performers. Their singing exposes that 
which occupies our frightened hearts, the music helps shake it all off. 
A monumental white cube defies the laws of gravity. Fruits of Labor is an 
exciting journey that absorbes and vibrates, to finish with a sensational 
climax.

‘Fruits of Labor jumps on the beat of Miet Warlops heartbeat and is a 
poppy, sparkling gift to a world in which every manifestation of sparkles 
is threatened. It is an exciting and crazy attempt to transform art into a 
rite. A ritual that shows how to sparkle and slide in and through a world 
spinning like a larger than life spool.’ (FocusKnack ****)

Last summer she performed Dragging the Bone at TAZ. A short while 
ago, Warlop was critically acclaimed during Performatik in Brussels with 
a performance in which she transformed the naked legs of a man into a 
horse. 
       
CONCEPT/DIRECTION: Miet Warlop. MUSIC/PERFORMANCE: Miet Warlop, Joppe Tanghe, Wietse Tanghe, Tim Coenen, Seppe Cosyns. 

ASSISTANCE: Barbara Vackier, Ian Gyselinck, Sander Vos. COSTUMES: Sofie Durnez, Karolien Nuytens, An Breugelmans. TECHNIQUE: Hugh 

Roche Kelly. SOUND TECHNIQUE: Saul Mombaerts, Bart van Hoydonck. LIGHT DESIGN: Henri Emmanuel Doublier. PRODUCTION LEADER: 

Seppe Cosyns. PRODUCTION ASSISTANT: Elke Vanlerberghe.

DANSE
MONKEY MIND 
Platforme-K

Sat. 29/7  8 pm
Loods NMBS
€ 12      at the door € 13
55’

Dynamic and taboo breaking. In Monkey Mind 
Lisi Estaras tries to establish an intense encounter 
between five dancers. To what extent is their 
meeting influenced by the fact that three of them 
have Down syndrome? Can they connect? Together 
they make an attempt to answer these questions in 
an energetic and associative choreography...

‘Normality and limitation fade away and out of the 
shadows come forward two beautiful and strong 
people. Nothing more, nothing less. That is exactly 
what’s so good about inclusion dance: using 
differences to create new opportunities, without 
neglecting those differences.’ (De Standaard ***)

The performance is also accessible from 12 years onwards. 

CREATION: Lisi Estaras. CREATION/DANCE: Fernando Amado, Hannah Bekemans, Anna Calsina, Kobe Wyffels, Nicolas Vladyslav. 

CO-PRODUCTION: les ballets C de la B, De Grote Post. 



OPÉRA 
DON JUAN 
DESCHONECOMPANIE 

Mon. 31/7 up to Wed. 2/8   8:30 pm 
 
Scheepswerf I.D.P.
€ 12     at the door € 13
90’

Someone has managed to follow his desires, 
without losing his inner peace. Other people go 
through life with a different perception about love. 
Nonetheless, a person like that infiltrates your life, 
your bed, your wedding day, your idea of eternal loyalty.   

Six performers tackle Molière’s Don Juan, Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Lorenzo Da Ponte’s libretto, all of them 
classic icons. They try to determine their opinion about love and share it with whomever wants to listen. 

Don Juan is the first production by DESCHONECOMPANIE, a collaboration between Tom Goossens and pianist 
Wouter Deltour. After Ahimè (TAZ#2016) Goossens continues his medium research in opera. Don Juan is his 
master project at KASK Drama.

WITH: Mitch Van Landeghem, Flor Van Severen, Carine van Bruggen, Celine De Bacquer. MUSICAL DIRECTION: Wouter Deltour. DIRECTION/

CONCEPT: Tom Goossens. COSTUMES: Marij De Brabandere. TECHNIQUE: Gilles Pollak. IMAGE: Yannis Gutmann. MENTOR: Kris van Trier, 

Wannes Gyselinck.

 

VISUAL/PHYSICAL THEATRE 
TAZ-KBC JONGTHEATERPRIJS 2016 LAUREATE
THE ACT OF DYING
de polen

Mon. 31/7  9 pm    
Tue. 1/8  3 pm 
cultural centre DGP (Dactylo)
€ 12      at the door € 13
55’

Three performers make an attempt to die as merry 
non-human figures. Together they’re in search of the 
animation figure’s ultimate freedom: the opportunity 
to rise again after a violent death. The performance 
is a reflection on the role of violence and death in our 
society. Starting from the lightness and playfulness 
of the cartoon figure, the threesome try to create a 
genuine tragedy. 

Bosse Provoost and Kobe Chielens form the theatre 
ensemble de polen. They team up with Geert Belpaeme 
and Lieselotte De Keyzer for The Act of Dying. During 
TAZ#2016, Bosse and Kobe received the TAZ-KBC 
Jongtheaterprijs for Moore Bacon!.

Performance is also accessible from 14 years onwards.

BY/WITH: Bosse Provoost, Kobe Chielens, Lieselotte De Keyzer, Geert Belpaeme. SCENOGRAPHY: Ezra Veldhuis, Sibran Sampers. DRAMATUR-

GICAL ADVICE: Mats Van Herreweghe. TECHNIQUE/LIGHT DESIGN: Britt De Jonghe. CO-PRODUCTION: wpZimmer, BUDA, Vooruit, Toneelhuis. 

SUPPORTED BY: Vlaamse Overheid, TAZ, LOD, KAAP.



THE ONLY WAY IS UP 
Boris Van Severen/Jonas Vermeulen/CAMPO

Wed. 2/8 and Thu. 3/8  8 pm
Loods NMBS 
€ 14       at the door € 15 
75’*
English spoken

After the successful The Great Downhill Journey of Little Tommy (TAZ#2016), Boris and Jonas are back with 
The only way is UP. 

The story follows four individuals at different key moments in their lives: childhood, puberty, young adulthood and 
at the age of thirty, forty and fifty. Lifes filled with ordinary stuff... things that can be funny, exciting or moving. 
The only way is UP conjures up questions like: How can childhood come to determine your vision on life? Does 
aging mean that you slowly lose all opportunities, or can it be something to look forward to as well? The selfmade 
soundtrack is brought to life by two dj booths, using live music and (neon)quotes. An electro-opera that feels like a 
long LSD trip.  

*Performance is also accessible from 14 years onwards. 
*Running time is not yet known, more information at www.theateraanzee.be.

BY/WITH: Boris Van Severen, Jonas Vermeulen. COACHING: Pieter-Jan De Wyngaert. TECHNIQUE: Jonas Castelijns. PRODUCTION: CAMPO. 

CO-PRODUCTION: het KIP, d e t h e a t e r m a k e r, Het Theaterfestival. 

DANCE 
LISBETH GRUWEZ DANCES BOB DYLAN 
Voetvolk/Lisbeth Gruwez

Thu. 3/8 and Fri. 4/8   8:30 pm 
cultural centre DGP (Kleine Post)
€ 16      at the door € 17 
45’

It is very simple: Maarten Van Cauwenberghe, a household 
name at Voetvolk, plays Bob Dylan tracks on vinyl while 
Lisbeth Gruwez dances. They converse without words, 
united by songs from the sixties and seventies. The 
performance brings you to the breaking point between 
dusk and midnight darkness, where one individual remains 
on the dance floor, undisturbed and in dialogue with the music. 

‘Lisbeth Gruwez dances Bob Dylan is an absolute gem. Pure, spontaneous and generous. On repeat.’ 
(De Standaard ****)

Performance is also accessible from 14 years onwards. 

CONCEPT/PERFORMANCE: Lisbeth Gruwez, Maarten Van Cauwenberghe. CHOREOGRAPHY: Lisbeth Gruwez. MUSIC: Bob Dylan. LIGHT 

DESIGN: Harry Cole, Caroline Mathieu. LIGHTING TECHNIQUE: Thomas Glorieux. PRODUCTION LEADER: Liesbeth Stas. THANKS TO: Bart 

Meuleman, Café Costume, Marie Szersnovicz. CO-PRODUCTION: KVS, Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis, Ballet 

du Nord, Théâtre d’Arras/Tandem Arras-Douai, Les Brigittines, Theater Im Pumpenhaus. SUPPORTED BY: NONA, Vlaamse Gemeenschap. As part 

of BRUS | OOST, a cooperation with the Flemish Community commission.



TRY-OUT 
IVONA, PRINCESS OF BURGUNDY 
Tibaldus 

Fri. 4/8 and Sat. 5/8   9 pm
Atheneum 
€ 10    at the door € 11
100’
English spoken

The Ghentian collective Tibaldus organizes the English try-out for Ivona, Princess of Burgundy. Their latest 
performance is a thorough staging of the play by the Polish avant-gardist Witold Gombrowicz. The story focuses 
on the silent and sloppy Ivona. Following a tasteless joke by the Prince, she now risks becoming queen. 

Tibaldus is no stranger to the TAZ audience. In 2009 they performed Paard: Een musical, in 2014 Persona, 2013. 
After TAZ Tibaldus leaves for the renowned Edinburgh Fringe Festival where they’ll present Ivona to Europe. This is 
a unique opportunity to see their English try-out in Ostend!

‘Tibaldus proves with Ivona, Princess of Burgundy that a young theatre ensemble can tackle a fascinating play: 
theatre created by a collective, pushed forward by the burning desire for storytelling, full of humour, imagination 
and the utter joy of performing.’ (Etcetera)

Performance is also accessible from 16 years onwards.

BY: Timeau De Keyser. BY/WITH: Simon De Winne, Hans Mortelmans, Eva Binon, Lieselotte De Keyzer, Ferre Marnef, Benjamin Cools, David Van 

Dijcke. CO-PRODUCTION: Toneelhuis. SUPPORTED BY: Stad Gent.

EXCLUSIVE
THEATRE-VIDEO-PERFORMANCE 
SUPER NIGHT SHOT 
GOB SQUAD

Fri. 4/8   10:30 pm 
cultural centre DGP (Grote Post)
€ 16     at the door € 17
60’
English spoken

Since its premiere in 2003, the British-German collective Gob 
Squad has performed the sublime Super Night Shot (also see 
Kitchen) 
over 250 times on six continents. Now they are coming to Ostend. 
Super Night Shot is a theatre-video-performance, using images 
that they’ll shoot in Ostend right before the performance. They 
record everything that crosses their path, pure emotion and 
passion, 
without cuts or edits. Life just the way it is. 60 minutes long. 
The city as a film set filled with graffiti, buildings and cars. A place 
where passersby become lovers and friends. Daily things become 
epic, the ordinary turns bizarre. Super Night Shot, a surprising and 
once in a lifetime performance! 

‘A funny and poignant revelation of the host city… full of fun, laughter and spontaneity. An unusual concept, 
a hilarious outcome.’ (Daily News, Sri Lanka)

The performance is also accessible from 16 years onwards. 

BY/WITH: Gob Squad. SOUND DESIGN: Sebastian Bark, Jeff McGrory. SUPPORTED BY: Berlin, Senatsverwaltung für Kultur und Europa, 

the Arts Council of England East Midlands. ORDERED BY: Volksbühne, Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz Berlin.



DANSE  
HORSES (8+)
kabinet k/HETPALEIS 

Sat. 5/8   4 pm and 7 pm 
cultural centre DGP (Kleine Post)
€ 14      at the door € 15
60’

Ten children and adults with an untameable energy meet each other in 
this dance performance. They share eagerness and amazement, and 
above all an unshakeable trust in one another. Together they explore the 
boundary between growning-up and remaining child, between power and 
vulnerability, between carrying and being carried. 

To the live music of Thomas Devos and Bertel Schollaert, the dancers look 
for the ultimate symbiosis: a unique bond with the other, like a rider and his 
horse, like the lone wolf in the pack. 

‘Through dance comes an image of tenderness and caring in a time where 
the importance of these values is threatened...’ (FocusKnack ****)

Performance is accessible for both adults and children from 8 years 
onwards.

CHOREOGRAPHY: Joke Laureyns, Kwint Manshoven. DANCE: Jacob Ingram-Dodd, Miguel 

do Vale, Evelyne Rossie, Kwint Manshoven, Jitte Schoukens, Judith Ginvert, Mona De Broe, 

Lio Maelfeyt, Suza De Gryse, Louisa Vermeire. MUSIC: Thomas Devos, Bertel Schollaert. 

CO-PRODUCTION: TAKT, STUK. SUPPORTED BY: de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, Stad Gent. 

PERFORMANCE 
GOB SQUAD’S KITCHEN – YOU’VE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD
GOB SQUAD

Sat. 5/8   5 pm and 10:30 
pm  
 
cultural centre DGP (Grote Post)
€ 16     at the door € 17
100’
English spoken

TAZ welcomes the British-German collective Gob Squad with Kitchen and 
Super Night Shot. Since 1994 they try to mimic our daily life in a challenging 
and tragicomic way, using different media.  

It’s the year 1965 and the world is about to be shook up. The rise of pop 
music, subcultures, feminism, drugs, sex and the greatest superstars on 
earth. Gob Squad uses Andy Warhol’s film Kitchen and catapults you 
back to New York in the swinging sixties. A unique journey… in search of 
authenticity, the here and now, the true me, the real you and the hidden 
depths of modern existence. 

Awarded in 2012 with the ‘Drama Desk Award (New York) for Unique 
Theatrical Experience’.

Performance is also accessible from 16 years onwards. 

CONCEPT: Gob Squad. VIDEO DESIGN: Miles Chalcraft. SOUND DESIGN: Jeff McGrory. DRAMATURGY/PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT: Christina 

Runge. TOUR MANAGEMENT: Mat Hand. DESIGN ASSISTANT: Chasper Bertschinger. ARTISTIC ASSISTANT: Sophia Simitzis. GOB SQUAD MA-

NAGEMENT: Eva Hartmann. SUPPORTED BY: Berlin, Senatsverwaltung für Kultur und Europa, the Arts Council of England East Midlands. ORDE-

RED BY: Volksbühne, Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz Berlin, Donaufestival Niederösterreich, Nottingham Playhouse and Fierce.



MUSIC PROGRAMME
(ACCESSIBLE FOR ENGLISH-SPEAKING VISITORS)
(Tickets at the door + €1)

OPENING CONCERT AND FIREWORKS 
BL!NDMAN
WATER & FIRE/Handel revisited

Wed. 26/7   10 pm  
Leopoldpark (pond)
free
70’

Wednesday the 26th of July marks the festive launch of TAZ, 
with a fire show and the concert ‘WATER & FIRE / Handel 
revisited’ by BL!NDMAN. 

It premiered last summer, with saxophone quintet and organ. 
During TAZ it almost feels like a second premiere because this 
time around a beautiful Decap organ gets all the attention.  

Two iconic works by Händel – the ‘Water music suite’ and ‘Music for the Royal Fireworks’ shine with these unique 
instruments and in this setting. Using an organ and saxophones, BL!NDMAN transforms Leopoldpark into 
a heavenly place. Just perfect to immerse yourself in this wonderful music. 
The climax between these two baroque icons is the opening part of Jean-Féry Rebel’s suite ‘Les Elémens’, 
a musical feat far ahead of its time.

This magnificent performance on the pond is free for all visitors! Welcome to all!

ARTISTIC DIRECTION/ARRANGEMENTS: Eric Sleichim. ALTO SAXOPHONE: Eric Sleichim. BARITONE SAXOPHONE: Raf Minten. SOPRANO 

SAXOPHONE: Koen Maas, Pieter Pellens. TENOR SAXOPHONE: Piet Rebel. WITH THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF: Stad Oostende. As part of 

BRUS | OOST, a cooperation with the Flemish Community commission.

YOUNG TALENT, TAZ#2016 LAUREATE
BLOW TRIO

Thu. 27/7  24:00 
cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal) 
€ 10      at the door € 11 
60’

They started out as a trio of street musicians in Ghent. 
Two saxophonists, one drummer, some black hoodies 
and white masks. Nobody knows who they are. They 
blow and they disappear. Playing and vanishing. Even 
though they are pretty handsome, at least that is what 
they tell us. But their music is more important than their 
looks. And yes, we can live with that. 

‘Last year, the audience at TAZ was quite extatic about BLOW, a musical party in threefold. The jury approved as 
well: ‘BLOW delivers a danceable and clever set, full of routine without ever being boring. BLOW builds structures 
with an energy you would rather associate with electronic dance music, post-punk and dub.’

Their catchy tunes and stimulating drums will excite you, saxophones transform into crazy synths… BLOW makes 
you dance, BLOW is a party. BLOW is our kick-off in the Lokettenzaal, the best way to end your day… or dive into 
the night. 



LIVING ROOM CONCERT  
DAAN VANDEWALLE 
De Profundis  

Fri. 28/7 up to Sun. 30/7  3 pm
Baai
€ 10      at the door € 11 
55’

Since the 1960s, the work of the American composer 
Frederic Rzewski has enraptured many music lovers. 
Rzewski is known for joining together different genres, 
which results in a unique and sofisticated repertoire. 
With De Profundis, based on Oscar Wilde’s philosophical 
testament, in 1992 he created a brand new genre: 
the speaking pianist. It puts traditional piano virtuosity 
in service of literature. 

Internationally acclaimed pianist Daan Vandewalle departs from Wilde’s text, which was edited into a theatre 
script. Following the philosophy of Rzewski, he articulates the lines and plays the piano. Vandewalle also performs 
Songs of Insurrection, a collection of renowded Rzewski-edited protest songs. He finishes with a fragment of 
The Road, written by Rzewski in protest against the Second Gulf War. 

YOUNG TALENT
LOFI/DREAMPOP/INDIE 
PORTLAND 

Fri. 28/7  10 pm Café Crayon
Sat. 29/7  5 pm  in the city (free)
Sun. 30/7  11:30 am Fort Napoleon
Mon. 31/7  24:00  cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
€ 5     at the door € 6 
60’

Portland was founded in 2014 by lead vocalist Jente Pironet. Originally 
a solo concept, it has developed into a solid trio with an outstanding 
live reputation. In 2016 the band made it to the finals of Humo’s Rock 
Rally in the AB in Brussels.  

‘With their latest single ‘Pouring Rain’, they bring one of the most 
beautiful songs of this year’s edition. Words as ‘ethereal’, ‘americana’ 
and ‘timeless’ immediately pop up.’ (De Morgen)

Portland brings a set filled with amazing dream pop, a must see for fans 
of Fleet Foxes or Bon Iver. We are looking forward to the release of their 
first EP! 

VOCALS/GUITAR: Jente Pironet. VOCALS/KEYS: Sarah Pepels. ELECTRONICS/KEYS: 

Gill Princen. 



YOUNG TALENT
DOOMPOP
THE GIRL WHO CRIED WOLF

Fri. 28/7  24:00 cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
Sat. 29/7  10 pm Café Crayon
Sun. 30/7  5 pm in the city (free)
Mon. 31/7  11:30 am Fort Napoleon
€ 5      at the door € 6
60’

There are five of them, the men and women behind The Girl 
Who Cried Wolf. Joined together by a mutual love of raw and 
melancholic music. Using dark and hypnotic doom pop, they take 
us on a musical trip through their universe, inspired by Portishead, 
Esben & The Witch and Wovenhand.

In 2015 the band released its first album ‘RUINS’. Since then 
they have built a solid live reputation. Last year, it led them to 
the ‘Jong Wolven’ selection of the Gentse Feesten. In 2016 they 
won ‘Golfbrekers’, the only real rock rally in Ostend, organised 
by the cultural centre De Grote Post. Will an award at TAZ be the 
crowning jewel? Perhaps!

VOCALS/KEYS: Heleen Destuyver. GUITAR/SYNTHS: Samir Boureghda. DRUMS/VOCALS: Michael-John Joosen. CELLO/KEYS: Sofie Sweygers. 

BASS: Willem Meeus

YOUNG TALENT
POPPY JAZZ
GEROEZEMOES

Sat. 29/7 11:30 am Fort Napoleon
Sun. 30/7 24:00 cc DGP (Lokettenzaal)
Mon. 31/7 5 pm in de stad (gratis)
Mon. 31/7 10 pm Café Crayon
€ 5 at the door € 6
60’

GeRoeZeMoeS is a BrusselsExpirementalFizzPopExplosion-duo with Jens Bouttery (Jef Neve, Jens Maurits 
Orchestra) and Lennart Heyndels (Jef Neve, How Town). Their catchy popsongs already resonated in many 
a music pub in Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany. But rest assured, on the verge of singing along 
GeRoeZeMoeS blasts through 
a FreeJazzSynthSolo tempering abundant obviousness.



EXCLUSIVE FILM CONCERT
FLAT EARTH SOCIETY 
S.S. Belgenland 
World Cruise 1927-1928

Sun. 30/7    3 pm
cultural centre DGP (Grote Post)
€ 14      at the door € 15
60’*

Two million people travelled from Antwerp to North 
America by means of the steamers of the Red Star Line 
shipping company. Near the end of the 18th and beginning 
of the 19th century they shipped to ‘The New World’, 
in search of a better life. During World War I ‘Belgenland’ was a freight carrier, but in 1922 it was transformed into 
a passenger ship.

Between 1924 and 1931, the S.S. Belgenland made six world cruises. She was a luxurious ocean steamer with 
lustrous passenger suites, dining rooms and dance halls, an orchestra and even a beach with sand from Ostend. 
Highlights on these cruises were the excursions at docking locations: Hawaii, the Far East, India, New York, 
China…

In 2015 some rolls of film were discovered – documenting the ship’s third trip between 1927 and 1928. It turned 
out to be the recorded travel log of the Olsen family. The Red Star Line Museum made sure the rolls were 
restored and asked Peter Vermeersch – composer and clarinettist with Flat Earth Society (FES) – to edit the film. 
He created an amazing soundtrack to join the images. Until now, the movie was only screened in the Museum 
itself. This is a unique opportunity to watch the film, accompanied with live music. 

*Before the concert there is a short Dutch introduction about the Red Star Line by actrice Janne Desmet. 

COMPOSITION FILM/MUSIC: Peter Vermeersch. LIVE ORCHESTRA: Flat Earth Society. CO-PRODUCTION: Red Star Line Museum, Cinematek, 

Bonk vzw, Stad Antwerpen.

FRENCH CHANSON
PLACE MUSETTE

Sun. 30/7 up to Sat. 5/8    6 pm up to 11 pm 
Café Koer
continuous
free

Starting at 6 pm, the Café Koer terrace evokes the atmosphere and coziness of Montmartre in Paris. Every night, 
the house orchestra dives into the rich repertoire of the French chanson. Place Musette is an intimate setting 
where you can dance, have a drink, sing along or look at a painter in action. 

The house orchestra consists of accordionist Rony Verbiest, double bass player Mario Vermandel, guitarist Hans 
Van Oost, drummer Luc Vanden Bosch and singer/guitarist Derek. Every night, between 7 pm and 7:45 pm, the 
band plays musette. From 8 pm up to 8:45 pm they are joined by Derek. Between 9 pm and 10 pm a guest singer 
takes the stage. 

Mich Van Hautem – Sun. 30/7
Johan Verminnen – Mon. 31/7
Jan De Smet – Tue. 1/8
Mich Walschaerts – Wed. 2/8
Maria (Greet Van Cromphaut) – Thu. 3/8
Patrick Riguelle – Fri. 4/8
Sarah D’hondt – Sat. 5/8

Supported by the Province of West-Flanders. 
As part of BRUS | OOST, a cooperation with the Flemish 
Community commission.



PERFORMANCE
PREMIÈRE
ROCK STRANGERS MAKE SENSE TO ME
Martine-Nicole Rojina

Sun. 30/7  10 pm
Zeeheldenplein*
free
60’

Rock Strangers: the monumental red sculptures by artist Arne Quinze at the Ostend promenade. 
Martine-Nicole Rojina was fascinated by them and created a unique auditory, visual and danceable performance. 
ROCK STRANGERS MAKE SENSE TO ME questions our perception of public space and the experiences 
we there have in common. Join us at Zeeheldenplein and enjoy this intriguing performance.  

*Performance in open air, suitable clothing required. 

BY/WITH: Martine-Nicole Rojina, kunstcollectief PERMEABLE. SUPPORTED BY: Stad Oostende, Dienst Cultuur.

YOUNG TALENT 
URBAN TRIPHOP
LOHAUS  

Tue. 1/8  5 pm  in the city (free)
Wed. 2/8 11:30 am  Fort Napoleon
Thu. 3/8  24:00  cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
Fri. 4/8  10 pm  Café Crayon
€ 5       at the door € 6 
60’

lohaus wooed the crowd at Boomtown in Ghent 
and Sziget Festival in Budapest, two locations 
on the bucket list of every upcoming band. 
And you can be sure they are talented! 
In 2015 lohaus was selected for both De 
Nieuwe Lichting (a contest organised by the 
radio channel Studio Brussel) and Humo’s Rock 
Rally. Furthermore, they toured Europe being 
the opening act for Warhaus and Balthazar.

lohaus brings a mix of urban pop and trip hop. 
Downtempo beats, synthsounds and colourful 
guitar sounds supported by the special voice 
of lead vocal Thomas Lauwers. 

‘lohaus creates a sound with an overall 
international touch.’ (Cutting Edge)

VOCALS/GUITAR/BEATS: Thomas Lauwers. KEYS: Dries Meeus. GUITAR: Emiel Raeymaekers. DRUMS: Sander Cools.



EXPERIMENTAL POP 
UMM

Tue. 1/8  10 pm Café Crayon
Wed. 2/8   5 pm in the city (free)
Thu. 3/8  11:30 am Fort Napoleon
Fri. 4/8  24:00 cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
€ 5     at the door € 6 
60’

Experimental pop with goosebumps. Like pink clouds that drift 
in the wind, collide, create electrostatic discharge and leave you 
under a hot shower. That is UMM in a nutshell. Their first single 
‘Papercut’ was released in February and received immediate 
praise. The band was a ‘Verse Vis’ nominee and won the
audience award.  

‘At times, the vocals of Lise are reminiscent of the voice of 
Birsen Uçar, lead vocalist of Hydrogen Sea. The song takes you 
along on a trip through a world without anger, fear and stress. 
A very impressive newcomer. UMM, a band to keep an eye on! 
(Dansende Beren about ‘Papercut’)

VOCALS/SYNTHS: Lise Daelemans, Nina Kortekaas. GUITAR: Jonas Everaert. BASS: Hanne Vandekerckhove. DRUMS: Marijn Geerts.

YOUNG TALENT
POP
ONS 

Tue. 1/8   24:00 cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
Wed. 2/8   10 pm Café Crayon
Thu. 3/8   5 pm in the city (free)
Fri. 4/8  11:30 am Fort Napoleon
€ 5      at the door € 6 
60’

ONS is the musical project of Joris Vergaert and Joppe Tanghe. 
In 2011 they released ‘ONS EP’. A year later, they were awarded the 
first price at the ‘Jonge Wolven’ music contest, together with bassist 
Nils Vermeulen and drummer Elias Devoldere. As a group they soon 
after ceased to exist, but now, two years on, as a duo Joris and 
Joppe pick up where they left off.

Their voices create a unique sound with pop, blues and reggae 
influences. Very reminiscent of the Norwegian folkpop duo Kings of 
Convenience. You can even recognize a bit of the rock and roll of the 
Everly Brothers. They are eager to play, that’s for sure! This year their 
first album ‘ONS PLAAT’ will be released.

VOCALS/GUITAR: Joris Vergaert, Joppe Tanghe.



EXCLUSIVE
GRAINDELAVOIX 
AND UNDERNEATH THE EVERLASTING ARMS

Thu. 3/8 and Fri. 4/8     10 pm 
Sint-Petrus-en-Pauluskerk
€ 20       at the door € 21
110’ 

AND UNDERNEATH THE EVERLASTING ARMS talks about sleep. Or better, about insomnia: the inability to sleep; 
deliberately postponing, cancelling and wearing it out. Or better, about the strange phenomenon the French name 
‘sommeil’, dreaming without dozing off, the state of the sleepwalker. The performance is a strange archeology 
of insomnia, with 16th century compositions of compline – the day’s final prayers – as central focal point 
(Josquin, Sheppard, Gombert, Lasso). Together with the ‘incantations’ of 20th century author and ‘insomniac par 
excellence’ Samuel Beckett (‘Still’, ‘For to end yet again’).

This prose of Beckett has never before been performed. This is a unique opportunity to listen to it in an 
extraordinary setting! 

PERFORMERS/VOCALS: Anne-Kathryn Olsen, Carine Tinney, Razek-François Bitar, Albert Riera, Andrés Miravete, Marius Peterson, Arnout Malfliet, 

Joachim Höchbauer, Björn Schmelzer. BECKETT-INCANTATIONS: Anne-Kathryn Olsen, Carine Tinney. SCENOGRAPHY/DRAMATURGY: Margarida 

Garcia. LIGHT: Koen Broos. CONCEPT/ARTISTIC DIRECTION: Björn Schmelzer. SUPPORTED BY: de Vl. Gemeenschap. IN COLLABORATION 

WITH: Resonanzen Konzerthaus Wenen, MaerzMusik Berlijn, Wilde Westen Kortrijk, Hospital of Undersized Gestures, Lissabon.

EXCLUSIVE 
SHOUT AT CANCER
ANOTHER VOICE

Fri. 4/8 4 pm
Kaap/Vrijstaat O.
€ 12      at the door € 13
60’*

Shout at Cancer is the first organisation in the world to integrate music and art into the voice rehabilitation and 
social integration of people having had a laryngectomy, the removal of the larynx and separation of the airway 
from the mouth, nose and esophagus. A radical procedure needed with aggressive throat cancers. Dr. Thomas 
Moors, founder of Shout at Cancer, created, together with other specialists, voice therapists and professional 
musicians, a participative method that integrates music, speech and theatre techniques in the medical and social 
recovery process. 

Another Voice is a choir with people with and without voice. Recently they received The Point of Light Award, 
a personal recognition for groundbreaking social work, handed out by Theresa May, Prime Minister UK. At the end 
of 2016 they received The Lancet Prize for Best Pitch at the Global Health Film Festival, Barbican, London.

*After the concert there will be an after talk in Dutch.



EXCLUSIVE - CLOSING CONCERT
ANTWERP GIPSYSKA ORKESTRA

Sat. 5/8 24:00
cultural centre DGP (Lokettenzaal)
€ 10      add € 11
90’

Dour, Sziget festival en Lowlands... just a few of the festivals where Antwerp Gipsyska Orkestra already performed. 
Due to their solid live reputation they’re well-known throughout Europe. They bring a pure, raw mix of authentic 
Roma gypsie melodies, a utterly danceable ska groove and exhilarating Balkan beats.

Their new album goes back to the roots, an energetic lp with up-tempo gipsy ska. At TAZ they offer an exclusive first 
taste!

VOICE/TRUMPET: Gregor Engelen. GUITAR/BACKING VOCALS: Mukti Gabriels. BAS: Filip Vandebril. KEYS: Suhamet Latifi. DRUMS/SAMPLES: Roel 

Poriau. TENOR/ALTO/SOPRANO SAX/BACKING VOCALS: Nathan Daems.



AMUSE-GUEULE
Cosily together enjoying music, in a splendid setting near the sea. 

MONOCHROMATIC
Anne Niepold & Gwen Cresens

Sun. 30/7 4 pm
KAAP/Vrijstaat O. 
€ 12      at the door € 13
60’

Accordion players Anne Niepold en Gwen Cresens share a same philosophy about music, but each has a unique 
style. Always in search of an original approach and the genuine power of music, sometimes ecclectic, challenging 
and playful, sometimes melancholic and narrative. Their first cd Monochromatic (2016) brings together Bach and 
Vivaldi, Nirvana and Stromae, with plenty of room for improvisation.

 ‘A sublime record, entirely instrumental, but not one moment where song or other instruments are lacking.‘ 
(Newfolksounds.nl)

Anne Niepold studied jazz composition at the conservatory in Brussels and was awarded the Toots Thielemans 
Award. After graduating she followed master classes with Richard Galliano. Gwen Cresens enjoyed a classical 
education at  the conservatory in Antwerp and already performed with e.g. Kommil Foo, Raymond, Arno and Taraf 
de Haidoeks. 

DIATONIC ACCORDION: Anne Niepold. CHROMATIC ACCORDION: Gwen Cresens. 

As part of BRUS | OOST, a cooperation with the Flemish Community commission.

SOUVENIR 
Sarah D’hondt Quartet

Wed. 2/8 4 pm
KAAP/Vrijstaat O.
€ 12        add € 13
60’

An echanting voice and a fond lover of the classic French chanson, Piaf, Baker, Montand, Brassens, Gréco …. 
Two key ingredients that make Sarah D’hondt a celebrated chanssonnière. Recently she together with her musicians 
recorded a new album, Souvenir. An album filled with little gems, diving into the rich French chanson repertoire.

Let yourself be carried away by a a tale of passion, tenderness and sorrow. 



EXPOSITION
HET MUSEUM VAN DE EIGENZIN 

Sat. 29/7 up to Sun. 12/11 
10 am-6 pm (closed on Mondays)
Mu.ZEE
continuous
tickets only available at Mu.ZEE

TAZ and Mu.ZEE together with a number of partners have made the exposition Het museum van de eigenzin. 
In it creativity is approached in the broadest way possible. What’s our view on art? What’s normal and what to we 
consider as an aberration?
Psychiatrist, artist and musician Erik Thys says: ‘Art and mental disorder are concepts both having blurry outlines.’

The exposition doesn’t portray a common ground, but brings forth different, sometimes ‘disturbing’ approaches. 
You can see works from the collection of Caritas (a psychiatric hospital) from the artists’ atelier KAOS, Villa Voortman, 
Museum Dr. Guislain in Ghent, Mu.ZEE in Ostend and other.


